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Abstract 

A suitable undulator design for a nigh gain-high 
efficiency FEL :ri the Master Oscillator Power Amplifier 
corifiguratiorl 1s discussed. 

1. Introducticn 

One of the crucial parame:crs of any free 
electron laser (FEL) experiment is the efficiency [l]. 
High efficiency, i.e. large output laser to e-beam 
power, requires tapered undulator devices. Efficiencies 
larger than 35% have been experjmentally achieved [Z]. 

A high power FEL can be therefore realized 
corr.bining tne pei,formances of accelerators with high 
current to those of devices with large efficiency. A 
good candidate 3s e-beam source for this kind FELs is 
the lnductior linac. which produces short (10-100 ns) 
widely spaced pulses, with high peak current (several 
kiloamperes) and erergy of the order of tents of MeV 
(i.e. an e-beam power of tents of CW). Furthermore the 
already specified beam qualities are in gcneral good 
enough so that the induced inhomogeneous broadenings do 
not severely affect the gain. The electron pulses of an 
induction linac are too far apart to permit 
syrlchronizh':loI1 with single optical pulse in a 
resocator. Furthermore they ar't' too short to allow 
intrzcavity oscl llations during ac :r:dividual pulse. A 
suitable sorfigurat!on for a FEL. driven by this type of 
e-beam structure is that of an amplifier, for, a signal 
provided by an external source i.e. the master 
oscillator. Such configuration is us~aily named MOPA 
(Master Oscillator Power Amplifier). 

U n d II 1 d t :: I' :i i-01, this 0 11 e r a t : 0 n are of the 

multlcompollr:rlt type alld cons::;t of a rr:rl tapered (A) 
and tapered (H) sections. In A the Input master 
oscillator field is brought up to the onset of 
saturation. In 9 a large f raction of the e-beam power 
is ccnverted to the optical field. 

; rl this contributiorl WC discuss il possible 
design scheme for a rrulticomponent undulator for high 
gain - high ef‘ficlf-ncy FELs. 

2. 'The Non-'Tapered Sectioq 

FEI. ope:'atlrlg in the irery hlgtl galri t,egime 
exhibits exponefiti‘il gain depencing on the 1o:lgiLudinal 
coordInatc z, rlamcly [ 31 

(:l/.l I lY 42x;) :2di,,), 0 4Ilplv’:vz, (2 1) 

be.r,g p the i'.cr,ce parameter, specif:ed 111 Tab. 1. The 
e-beam energy spread and emittances cause a reddction 
of the pedk "ci 1 ites of the gain, so thdt the factor 
v’j? iri eq.(J.Z) should be replaced by [q]: /3/2 + 
~l(p,., pY. p>) where rl cescribes the gain depressIon through 
thn irlhomogeneou:i broadening pdr,dn.cters )~e,x,~ related 
to the energy spr~=,i#l (qi ar,d normal lzed emittances 
j y"x ?,I t.1y t h(! rti1 ;,t. 10,s 

I’,. “11 /> ‘I<, I’LL/j’ Kll + k’l yc /A,. (2 2) 
\> 

TABLE1 

lo:&rO= Alfven current (1.7~10~ A) 

1s e.b. current 

IA\W/WI~= 112N = homogeneous bandwidth 

N-- number of unaulator periods 

.4"- undulator period 

Izl,=N,l,,= unculator length 

A,-: l"i'LY')ll - kLI, y - Kl"'"CZ 

K=eR&\/; ?ir r,>;)c 2_ undulatar pat-meter 

UC f P.tn.S. relative energy spread 

YCi, 
P e.b. normalizec enittances 

Lhh)n= d21t~wi~ KYL ,vl.iu(l + K21 

p : lip (A(11/0), i: r,r,j 

in 

I',(:,- QJ,,+,J,(01', <- K%?( 1 . K21 

The function tl is well reproduced in the range 
peC(0,3) and px,yE(O,l) 

'l(!J,3 1-I,, P,,) = 
11(O,p!exp(-O 034 115) 

11 t- 0 185~(0#~~~1 

(2 3) 

q(O,p) = 0 866 
1 t 0 636($ + p;J - 0 264()1# + p,) 

The efficiency of the non 
given by the Pierce parameter. 
extracted from the electron beam 
just pPe where Pe is the e-beam 
ref. [51 we can evaluate LA as the 
bring the master oscillator power 
getting (see eq.(2.1)! 

tapered section is 
The maximum power 
in the A-region is 

power. According to 
length necessary to 
PO Up LO ppe, thus 

I,* = v/3/2 
1,;; AU (2 4) 

'l(P',,. Pr' P,.) ' 
I,“,- - 

4 r, v'i 
ln(9 pPe/f’,) 

where LAO is the length oi‘ the non tapered region 
without Inhomogene+us broadening contributions. The 
energy factor 2/L/3 rl specifies the influence of the 
energy spread and emittances on the undulator iength. 
In fig. 1 LA is plotted vs the peak current I. In the 
range 500-1500 Amperes the length of the non tapered 
reglon is strongly reduced. The dependence on the 
inhomogeneous broadening parameters is finally shown in 
rig. 2. 
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Fig. 1 . UM number of periods for saturation vs peak current (A) 
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Fig. 3 - Undulator geometry for the non tapered section. A) 
permanent magnet; R) iron. 

A convenient undulator geometry for the non 
tapered region may be that of fig, 3, where the upper 
section of two UM periods is shown. The undulator 
consists of a combination of hybrid REC plus iron 
insertions arranged as in the figure. A superimposed 
iron bar provides on axis field intensity variations 
Just tuning the gap C2, as shown in fig. 4. 

‘The advantage of this configuration is that of 
getting an extra tunability of the laser output 
wavelength without changing the main gap Gl or the 
electron beam energy. 

3) The Tapered Section 

The tapering can be achieved changing the on 
axis field, ehang ing the undulator wavelength or 
combining both effects. 

theory of the FEL dynamics in non 
uniformAungdeunlearPdrs is reported ln ref.[6]. Here we will 

use some arguments only to fix design constraints. We 
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Fig. 4 - On axis magnetic field and K parameter YS gap G2 

must therefore fix what is the range of K variation and 
what is the length of the tapered section. 

Recalling that 

K(z) = \/ 2y2(z) Nh, - 1 (3 1) 

And denoting with n = (YA-YB)/YA the fractional 
energy change from region A to the undulator output, we 
get that Kg (i.e. the K parameter at the end of the 
undulator), reads 

K, = (1 -111 K, ti) - (Zn-q2)‘(K;(1 -q)‘) (3 2) 

Requiring a relative energy variation of 40% we 
get Kg = 1. 

The mechanism of energy transfer between 
electrons and radiation is symilar to the accelerating 
process in synchrotron. The electrons are trapped in a 
bucket and those with the phase near to the synchronous 
one Qg exchange the maximum energy with the optical 
field. The energy variation of the electrons can be 
written in the form 

dyidz = - e K(z) E),Cz) sin $J/ym$ (3 3) 

where EL LS the laser electric field amplitude which 
can be related to the energy variation Just by energy 
conservation, i.e. 

EEL e 
4 PI, 

-=- -z 

2 2 v lll&- “‘if CR2 
J$ 161/1&-yP (3 4) 

6 is the fraction of trapped current, R is the mode 
radius and Pt is the laser power. Eq. (3.3! yields 

’ “II 
I 

dyi 
yA ((y,-y)liyiy,)2(l + K21 - l)lLn 

The quantity zg-zfl is the length of the tapered section 
and can be cast in the more convenient form 

“Ii-~* 1 & 1 1% ~LR(~ir,,l,Ko, - go~,,K,Ij (3 6, 



Fig. 5 I Scheme of the tapered section. The on-axis magnetic 
field is given by permanent magnets with electromagnetic 
tuning erhived hy tails. A) permanent magnet; RI iron; C) coil. 
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Fig. 7 . On-axis magnetic field and K parnmcter as functions of Ihe 
current in the coils. 
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Fig. 6 - Example of on-axis magnetic field tuning for tht? last tive 
periods of the tapered section. 

where 

I 
‘1 

g(q.K,,) = (1 - z’)dzil(l -z2?(l +K$ - llLR (3.71 
” 

Assuming that 48 < rr/2 and with the parameters 
of tab.1, we get (R =i lcm) that the number of periods 
of the tapered section is larger than 10 and the 
efficiency (Sq) is less than 40%. 

A convenient tapering scheme is that proposed in 
fig. 5. The REC and iron parts are arranged in the same 
way of the non tapered section. 

According to the previous discussion we require 
for the tapered section an undulator with a number of 
periods on the order of 20 and a K ranging from 2 to 1. 
We need therefore an on axis peak magnetic field 
varying from 0.15 to 0.075 T. We have however found 
particularly convenient t,he solution offered by hybrid 
UM with an electromagnetic tuning. In this case the 
possibility of getting a large K tunability is not 
authomatic and the geometrical arrangement of REC + 
COILS allowing the best performances must be carefully 
studied. 

Among the configurations we have ar~lyzed, t.Frc 
one offering the largest K tunability is that presented 
in fig. 6. The K and BO behaviour vs the current of the 
coils is shown in fig. 7. It is important to stress 
that the field exhibits an almost linear dependence 
over a wide range of currents and this allows a rather 
straightforward tapering. We can operate with large 
fields and relatively low current densities because the 
on axis field is essentially due to the permanent 
magnets and not to the coils as it happens in REC 
assisted undulators [7]. 
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